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Abstract

]

A group of six profissional tratlstators and a grotlp of six translation
students read tour similar texto on tlte salde meus topic while their eye
movetnents were tracked. The lfirst two telts wet'e read with dijTerent

teading purposes, (a) jor comprehension and (b) with the intention oÍ
tratislating the text afterwards. Texto three atldjout wete read while being

simultaneously(c) translated oralty and (d) translated in writing. It was
found that professionals Hera faster than students. For both grotlps, talk
time, .fixatiotl fequency. gaze time and averagelüation dut'ation sho'vved a
consistent. linear progression .Fom talk to talk. In the .Real talk it was

shows that the distribution ofvisual attentiott to the sotlrce tutjor students

was higher thcin that jor the target text, whereas profissional translators
prioritised visual attention to their own tatget ter.

1. Background

Eye movements in reading have been studied intensively for decades (see

e.g. Just & Calpenter 1 980; Rayner & Pollatsek 1 989; Rayner 1998; Hyõnã

e/ a/. 2003; Radach e/ a/. 2004) and severas basic facts about eye
movements h reading have been convincingly documented. We now know

the typical duration and length of saccades and the typical duration of
6ixations, and we know that such factors as word familiarity (Williams &
Morais 2004), word predictability (Frisson e/ a/. 1999), word length and

complexity (Kliegl e/ a/. 2004; Bertram & Hyõnã 2003; Rayner & Dufl3'
1986), lexical and/or syntactic ambiguity (Juhasz & Rayner 2003) all af6ect

Hlxation duration. What we still know little about is how reading variem
'! '
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according to reading purpose, or according to the way reading is sometimes

combined concurrently with other language activities as in the case of oral

and written translation. The main focus in reading research has been on

lexical processing and on reading short strings of words, while lesa
attention has been paid to eye movement behaviour during continuous
reading, reading with different aims, or reading under différent
circumstances. There are numerous popular books on the benefits of
scanning or skimming, and of being able to adapt one's reading speed to
the purpose of reading, but not much research has been done on more
speciHlc types of reading purpose, reading of speciüic types of text, or
reading while translating.

Our aim and interest was to study effects on eye movements of
reading the almost identical texto for two dif6erent puiposes: (a) 6or
comprehension or (b) with a view to translating the text aRerwards. We

algo wanted to study what difFerences there might be in visual attention to a

text being read, depending on whether or not the reading of the text is
accompanied by other language activities such as speaking aloud, or
speaking or typing a translation ofa text. We thought it would be âuitfül to
study the combination (c) of reading and speaking a translation more or
less concurrently and (d) of reading and typing a translation more or less

concurrently, by means of eye tracking equipment

Coming h-om the world of translation process research, we were
particularly interested to see, first, if differences could be detected between

a general-purpose reading of a text, aimed solely at comprehending text
meaning, and a reading of the same (or a very similar) text while believing
that it had to be translated subsequently. Secondly, we were curious to Hind

out if reading a text under the conditions just mentioned would result in
difHerent degrees of visual attention to the text in comparison with the

attention devoted to a text by a translator while speaking a translation ofthe
text being read. Finally, we were interested to see how muco translators

working in the written modality would attend both to the text being
translated (the source text) and to the (target) telit they were typing, and

how their visual attention would compare With that in the other tasks. If

diHerences were found, we would look for probable causei of such
difHerences. In our dreams, we were already fantasising about conclusions

that might have consequentes for our pedagogical practice and change our
way of teaching translation.

2. Experimental set-up and design

A Tobii 1750 remate eye-tracker was used to register the eye movements

of six translation students and six translation professionals as they read tour
short English newspaper texto of approximately 200 words each, all on the

game intemational news event (füll texts in appendix A). Texts were
displayed in 16 point Times Roman 6ont and double spacing on a 17" LCD

screen at 1280 x 1024 pixels. The average viewing:distante aimed at was
60 cm ftom the screen, but no head or chin rest was used. The soRware

used for display was Translog. Audacity was used to record the spoken
output in Task 3.

When running experiments with a remate eye-tracker, there is a

certain risk of losing data or of obtaining pior quality data. The very
signiHicant advantage that comes with not having to use a bitebar or a head

or chin rest is counterba]anced by the risk that data wi]] sometimes be
imperfect. Tais is particularly criticam if very accurate measurement is

required. In the present series of experiments, all of which involved
continuous reading of text with several hundred measurements for each

talk, we estimated that the odd local inaccuracy would have no negativo
eífect on total averages, and as it tumed out we discarded leis than 10 % of

9ur raw data.

Several standard tools were used to measure the orthographic, lexical

and syntactic complexity of the tour texto. It was stipulated that the texto
had to be as authentic and as comparable as possible. The number of
characters in the tour texto varied only between 1086 and 1 1 17; the number

of words varied between 1 87 and 1 97, and the average word length varied
between 4.35 and 4.87 characterg. The only dif6erence was in the number

of sentences (8, 8, 7, 6). The type-token ratio was between 0.62 and 0.64.

The number of highly ftequent (KI) words was between 76 % and. 79 %

and the percentage of lesa highly üequent words(K2--K20) was between

17 % and 1 8 %. By the SMOG readability index, the texts scored between
12.5 and 15.
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As a fiirther means of neutralising any skewing efFects caused by
dif6erences in the texts, we rotated the talk-text combination systematically

se that participant A peúonned Task l with Text 1, Talk 2 with Text 2,
etc.; participant B performed Talk l with Text 2, Task 2 with Text 3, etc.

The task sequente was as follows:

In sum, the variables in the experimental design were as follows

Independent variables: two difFerent reading modalities (reading for

comprehension and reading with a view to translation) and two dif6erent

translation modalities (spoken sight translation and written translation).
Language coinbination and direction: English unto Danish.

Talk 1: Reac#ng Jor co//zpreÀensfon was a straightforward reading task
where participants were asked to read the text 'for comprehension' in the

game way they would normally read a news article of this kind. The task
ended when participante signalled that they had finished reading. Their
comprehension was not subsequently tested.

Dependent variables: reading time (talk time), number of fixations, total
gaze time duration (including regressions), fixation duration, and
transitions across 'áreas of interest', the source and target text áreas on the
monitor screen (Talk 4 only).

Task 2: Real/f/zg in prepara//on Jor /uns/a/fng was a reading talk like
Talk 1, but hera participante were tom that they would be asked to translate
the text after reading it. (Participante were in Cact not asked to tmnslate the
text they had read in Task 2, but were asked to translate two of the other
texts.)

Controlled variables: texts, text type, text length, translator's proniles
experimental conditions, task sequente.

With a succession of tour tasks that were always presented in the
game sequential order and each of which involved reading of similar texto
reporting the game event in similar language, a cumulativo effect of
priming from one talk to the next was to be expected. Assuming such an

effect, we expected to flnd relatively fewer, and probably also shorter,
fixations (on repeated words) in later tasks.

Participante were asked to carTy out all tasks at the speed with whlch

they would normally work. No time constraint was imposed, but sight
translation (Talk 3) can be said to have a built-in speed norm, which may

automatically have introduced an element of time pressure in this talk.

Talk 3: Reading while speaking a translation('sight translating') tequked
participants to combina reading of the text with producing a spoken
translation of it into their nativo Danish. (For all participante, all
translations were L2 to LI tasks.) Sight translation is a hybrid genre in that

written text is read and transfomled by the translator/interpretar into the

spoken modality. All of the participante had had some prior experiente
with this genro and immediately understood what the talk involved.

Talk 4: Rea(#lzg }t'/zf/e {pping a wrlf/en /uns/afia/z was a traditional written

translation talk. As in all the earlier tasks, text was displayed in Translog
on the computer screen. IP Talk 4, however, the parücipants' written
translation algo appeared on the computer screen, in a split-screen window

below the window in which the source text was displayed. In order to make

it easier for us to analyse their recorded gaze data, participants were
instruéted to scroll the source text only once. Keystroke events were logged

together with 'time-of-day' for each event in Translog. (These data are not

relevant for the analysis presented hera.)

3. Findings and analysis

Four measures ftom each ofthe tasks were compared: 1) talk time, 2) the

total number of üuations ('fixatiofi count'), 3) the total duration of all
fixations during execution ofthe talk ('total gaze time'), and 4) the average

duration of individual âlxations. Furthermore, in Task 4, the number of
transitions made between the source and target text áreas were calculated
and compared.
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# the group of professional translators was 77 1 seconds (range 589--982 s). 3

For the groups of translation students, it was 945 seconds (range 683
1161 s).'

3.1 Talk ãlne

With respect to task time, it was found, as expected, that the group of
profissional translators, which included one interpretar, were faster on.
average in all the tasks than the group of students (Table l).

3.2 Fixatiott cottnt

The time dillference between the execution of Tasks l and 2 was matched

in all participants by a comparable dif6erence in the number of fixations

they made on the words in the texto. As expected, pro6essionals had much

fewer fixations than translation students overall, in both tasks (132 and 373
vs.170 and 643).

In Task 1, the average fixation count 6or all participante (professional

translators and translation students) was 145 (range 66-232). In Task 2, it

was 223 (range 85-430). Typical gaze plots from Tasks l and 2 can be seen
in Figures l and 2.

Table 1. Average talk tomes in seconds by task for professional translators and
translation students.

t

+

Another finding was that, for both groups; there was a very consistent
increase in task time across the tour tasks.

The average talk time (reading time) for Talk l was 40 seconds

(range 23--59 s) for profissional translators and 61 seconds (range 46-84 s)
for translation students. With about 200 words in the texto, this means that

professionals read tive words per second (range 3--9) while students read

three words per second (range 2-4).
The average task time (reading time) for Talk 2 was considerably

longer than for Talk 1. Hera, prokssionals spent 57 seconds on average
(range 48-79),i while translation students spent 103 secoüds (range 71--

The average task time for Talk 3 was more than twice that for Task

2. There was considerable variante among participants within both groups,

but again professionals were considerably faster than translation students,

the avetage 6or professionals being 154 seconds (range 99--194 s) and 204

seconds for translation students (range 172 246 s.) .2

The most remarkable task time dillêrence was registered for Task 4,

which generally took about Htve tomes longer than Talk 3. The average for
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Figure 1. ClearView gaze plot ofone participant's fixations on the text in Talk l
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One outlier vague(l48 seconds) has been excluded. If hcluded, the average reading
time for professionals in Talk 2 increases to 73 s.
One outlier value(542 seconds) has been excluded. If included, the average task time
for students in Talk 3 increases to 26 1 s.

One outlier value (1364 seconds) has been excluded. If included, the average task
time for professionals in Task 4 increases to 869 s.
One outlier value (2609 seconds) has been excluded. If included, the averagê task
time far students in Talk 4 increases to 1 222 s.

Task tomes (seconds) Professionals Translation students

Taskl 40 61

Task2 57 103

Task 3 154 204

Task4 771 945
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The largest number of Hixations occurred in Talk 4. Figure 4 is a
typical gaze plot representation üom this task showing a veritable smear of
Hlxations.
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Figure 2. ClearView gaze piot ofone participant's 6lxations on the text in Talk 2
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The average fixation count in Talk 3 for all twelve participante was
520 (range 305-850) (see Figure 3), more than twice the count in Task 2. Figure 4. ClearView gaze plot representation of one participant's Hixations in

Task4.

In Task 4, the average number of ülxations increased to 1590 (range 1062

2680),s about three tomes the count in Talk 3. Proportionally, this increase
in the Hlxation count was less than the increase in talk time, but it was still

very considerable and much greater than expected.

After dividing the screen into separate 'áreas of interest', one for the

source text área and another for the target text área, it was possible to
calculate the number of fixations in each área and the number of transitions
6'om one área to another.

In the source text área, it was found that the average number of
Rjxations was 708.ó Visual attention to the participante' own target text
involved even more 6ixations than on the source text with an average óf

rolels

Figure.3. ClearView gaze plot of one participant's Huations on the text in Talk 3
A lower(723) and an upper outlying value(5795) have been disregarded. If inclÜded
the average was 1893.
Ifoutlying figures are included, the average was 895.
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882.7 The distribution of visual attention to the source and target text áreas
showed an interesting group diHerence. Professional translators had more

than 50 % more Huations on the target text than on the source text (958 vs.

627), whereas translation students had fewer Huations on their target text

than on the source text (729 vs. 869).

3.3 Gaze time

The total duration of all fixations throughout the execution of the tour tasks

showed a progression similar to that already 6ound with respect to talk time

and üixation count. The average âor all participante in Task l was 30
seconds, increasing to 40 seconds in Talk 2, to 120 seconds in Task 3, and
to 454 seconds in Talk 4, with 195 seconds in the source text área and 259

in the target text área. The algures are summarised by group in Table 2.

i'ÜTaék ?l:

Table 2. Average gaze tomes in seconds by tíisk for professional translators and
translation students.

#'?@'é<#'@#'».g@#'
Figure 5. Relativo gaze time dístríbution across tour tasks for al1 12 participants
(for the sake of anonymity all names cave been changed).

By comparing task time and gaze time, we were abre to calculate how

much of the total talk time participants looked at the screen (Table 3).
Saccades are generally found to last between 20 and 35 milliseconds

(Rayner & Pollatsek 1989: 113) and consequently constitute some 10 to
15 % of reading time. The percentage figures in Table 3 should therefore
be increased by 1 0 to 15 %. The fact that the difference between task time

and gaze time was found to be sometimes only around 50 % (for the group

of translation students)9 suggests that either the students' gaze wandered
away from the screen more open than was the case with professional

translators or else that, for whatever reason, there were more missing gaze
datainthis group.

The group difFerence that was found for the number of fixations on the

source and target text áreas also emerged in the gaze time data.

Professionals looked considembly longer at their target text than at the
source text, whereas translation students spent more time looking at the

source text than at their target text. For all twelve participants, the increase

in gaze time was remarkably consistent across the tour tasks, as appears
from Figure 5.

7 998.ifoutliers are included.

8 51,ífone outlieris included.
' NB. The values in the two rows for Talk 4 should be summed, as each figure only

representa visual attention to one halfof the screen.

Average gaze limes (seconds) Professionals Translation students
Taskl 29 31

Task2 338 47
Talk 3 115 127

Talk 4 (source text área) 145 255

Task 4 (target text área) 288 223
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Table 3. Average gaze tomes in per cent oftotal task time by group 3.S Transitions (Talk 4)

For the group of professionals, the average number of transitions from the
source-text área to the target-text área (or back) was 190. For students. it
was 259.to With average talk tomes of 771 and 945 seconds for the two
groups, tais means that both professional translators and translation

students made a transition about onde every tour seconds.

3. 6 Statistical anttlysisii

A tentativa statistical paired samples / test of Hlxation count Hmdings
suggested that all the mean dif6erences across thó tour tasks (for all
participante) were signiHicant. The mean fixation count increase 6'om Task

l to Talk 2 was highly significant (p < 0.001,.r = -5.558, and af= ll).
Likewise, the mean Hlxation increase õ.om Task 2 to Task 3 was signiHlcant
with p < 0.01, / = 4.485, and af= 11. The increase in the Hlxation count

â'om Talk 3 to Talk 4 was algo signiâlcant with p <0.01, / = -3.378, and af
= 1 1 . These differences were all significant regardless of whether outlymg
values were included or excluded. Finally, the increase in the Hixation count

â'om Task 3 to the count 6or the source-text área in Task 4 algo proved
signiHlcant with p < 0.05, r = -2.671, af= 1 1. The increase in the fixation

count across the two áreas ofinterest in Task 4 was not significant.

Nono of the observed differences in total gaze time reached statistical
signinicance.

The mean Hlxation duration increase from Task l to Task 3 and üom

Task 2 to Task 3 were both dose to signiHicance with p = 0.074 (/ = -1 .978,
af= 1 1) for the increase from Talk l to Talk 3, and p < o.05 (r.= 3.025, af
- 11) for the increase from Task 2 to Task 3. However, the increase in
mean Hlxation duration within the two áreas of interest in Task 4 tumed out

notto be signiHlcant.

A one-wãy ANOVA analysis by group across all tasks showed that

the mean Hlxation count for translation students was signiHlcantly higher
than that of professionals with p < 0.01, F'i.io = 12.735. The recorded

average duration of íixations was systematicajly longer in all tasks for the

3.4 Duration oflixations

Studies of word fixations have shown that they typically last 200 to 250 ms

and that their duration variem according to a vast array of parameters. In the
EU Eye-to-IT project, an application has been built which triggers an
online translation prompt if the usar's Hlxation on a word exceeds a
specinied threshold duration. This fünctionality is based on the se-called

eye-mind assumption' (Just & Carpenter 1980) that there is a high
correlation between long fixation durations and ef6ortfül processing. By
displaying a prompt in such instantes, the aim is to reduce the processing
emort, speed up the translation process and ideally algo to improve the
quality of the translation.

In our data the variation across groups was insigninicant, but there

were interesting differences by talk. Our ntndings are summarised in Table
4

Table 4. Mean ãuation duration in milliseconds for all participante by talk

'' 367 if outliers are counted.

'' We would like to acknowledge hera the assistance we have received with the
statistical analysis from Salina Shannin, University ofTampere.

Gaze time

(proportion of
task time)

Professionals
Gaze/Talk time

(seconds)

=;.
Translation students

Gaze/Task time

(secon(b)

=,.
Taskl 29/40 72.5 31/61 50.8

Task2 33/57 57.9 47/103 45.6
Talk 3 1 15/154 74.7 127/204 62.3

Task 4 (source

text área)

145/771 18.8 255/945 27.0

Task 4 (target
text área)

288/771 37.4 223/945 23.6

Fixation duration (ms) by talk Average for all participante
Taskl 205

Task 2 205

Tãsk 3 235

Talk 4 (source text área) 218

Talk 4 (target text área) 259
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group of professionals than for the group of translation students, but this

diíFerence did not reach significance. For both groups, 6ixations in the
target-text window (in Task 4) had longer duration (259 ms) than fixations

in the source-text window (21 8 ms), but this difFerence was not statistically

signi6lcant. No other significant dif6erences by group. were found.

translation is typically associated with a high levei of textual perfection

with regard to target-language standards and a high levei of accuracy in the

way it representa the meaning of the source text. Even though translators
did not cave access to extemal in6ormation (from dictionaries or Intemet

sources), the extra time may still have been invested in optimising the

quality of the translation. In the present context, however, this potentiál
quality increase was not examined. In investigating variations in visual

attention, we were primarily interested in identiíying differentiation caused

by differences in reading purpose and/or dif6erences caused by concurrent

processing that had to be integrated with the reading process.

4. Discussion

4.1 Talk tittte

The increase in reading time 6om Talk l to Talk 2, where the only
dif6erence was the diHerent expectation raised in participante õom the

instruction to Task 2 that they would be asked to translate the text latir,
suggests that a cair amount of pre-translation probably enters unto the

reading of a text as soon as it is taken to be a source text for translation.
The increase in talk time õ'om Tasks l and 2 to Talk 3 is most

obviously explained by the requirement to produce a spoken translation of
the text immediately upon reading a phrase or sentence in the text. All
participants understood the task to mean that a sight translation (algo
known as a 'prima vista' translation) does not allow the translator time to

read the füll text be6ore starting to produce the spoken translation. Though

the input speed (reading speed) is controlled by the translator, which makes

the talk difTerent fiam the situation in simultaneous interpretation, sight

translation nevertheless introduzes an element of time pressure somewhat

similar to that found in simultaneous interpretation because the translators
know that listeners expert the product to be presented in fluent, connected

speech.

The increase in talk time from Talk 3 to Talk 4 gives riso to a
number of questiona that cannot be answered hera. For instante, there is no

doubt that our participante were all able to speak words faster than they
could type them, but we did not measure this difference, which, we believe,

in any case only accounts for a small portion of the diHerence in talk time.

When participante typed in Talk 4, their production speed was open about

60 % of-the speed with which they spoke in Task 3, but the pausas with

which they intemtpted their typing were much longer than the pausas they
made in the oral translation in Talk 3. This may be because written

4.2 Fixatioit cottnt

The mero instruction to read a text with a view to translating it aÊerwards
caused participante to have signiHlcantly more fixatións; in linfa with Just e/

a/.'s eye-mind assümption (1980: 330-331) it also resulted in more
processing than was the case following an instruction to read a text for
comprehension.

Contrary to our expectations, there was no clear evidente from the

data obtained for Task 2 that Hixations were concentrated on certain áreas

that were being pre-translated during the reading. (Possible instantes in the

.gaze plot shown in Figure 2. might be 'jeer' in 'cheer or jeer' and 'the

Commons'.) it seemed more as if the instruction in Talk 2 triggered slower

and perhaps more careftil reading, causing Hixations to occur more densely

aêross the whole text. lince participante did not. actually translate the text
they read 'with a view to translating it latir' in Talk 2, it was not possible

to compare details in their reading in Tasks 2 and 4, where they translated a

dif6erent text. All we were able to observe was that our twelve participants
had more fixations in Task 2 than in Task l and that the increase in

Hlxations in comparison with Task l appeared to be distributed evenly
across the whole text rather than being concentrated on selectivo trouble
spots expected to cause translation problems.

The new requirement in Talk 3 to translate the text displayed õn the

screen resulted in a major change in participants' eye movement behaviour

caused by the need to not only comprehend the text but algo to monitor
translation progress. In the sight translation task, additional Hixations were
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necessary because the eyes were required not only to feed the brain with
input for meaning construction, but also to supply the brain with online

monitoring information about what portions of text had been satisfactorily

covered by the spoken translation output and what elements remained to be

dealt with. The additional eye movement was caused by the need to ensuie

management (coordination) of comprehension and text production.

Additional gaze activity was required to ensure that the information

represented in the participant's flow of speech was dynamically matched to
the swing of text on screen. Furthermore, the requirement to produce a

complete spoken translation of the text (in contrast to Talk 2) caused

participants to re-read text they had understood peúectly, but for which
they did not immediately succeed in producing an adequate translation.

Tais caused all . participante to repeatedly have regressivo Hixations on

words that had already been Hlxated (and presumably ftilly understood), but

regressions were apparently considered neçessary in order to ascertain that

all words and associated meanings had been properly rendered in the
spokentranslation.

The obvious maia reason for the huge increase in Task 4 is that hera,

unlike Tasks l to 3, participante' eyes were reading and monitoring two
texto, not merely a source text as in Tasks l to 3, but algo their own
emergíng translation of this text (indo Danish).

The increase in the Hlxation count for the source-text área in Task 4

as compared with the court in Talk 3 amounted to almost 40 %. Some of

this substancial increase can undoubtedly be put down to the slower and
more meticulous working habita that saem to be intrinsic to written
translation. It is algo likely that the addition of a processing outlet tends to

break down concurrent input processing into smaller segments. However, it

should be noted that much of the increase was caused by the visual
disorientation that resulted ftom the translators' need to constantly shiR

visual attention between two texto. Though all of our participante had
strong typing skills, our recordings of their eye movements clearly showed

that all, including touch typists, monitored their typing visually, either by
occasionally looking at the keyboard or by looking at their own emerging
text on the screen. No participant typed the target text while looking only at

the source text. This meant that they made a consíderable number of
trangitions between the two texto, and transitions frequently resulted in the

eyes not travelling back to the optimal target word, but rather to the target

área, se that a certain amount of re-reading was necessary beÜore the target

word or phrase had been located. Hera we wish only to poial to the
phenomenon based on the general count of Hlxations. Further study will be

necessary in order to deterTnine the exact extent and potentially quite
disruptive natura ofsuch reorientation eHorts.

In parallel with our interpretation of what caused the increase in the
Hixation count in Talk 3, we interpret the increase in the fixation count in

the target-text área in Talk 4 as being caused by the visual text monitoring

that is necessary as a means ofmanaging and controlling concurrent written
textproduction.

4.3 Gaze tiltle

It is perhaps not surprising that gaze time relativo to talk time (sce Table 3)

was higher in Tasks l and 3 than in 'l'ask 2. Tasks l and 3 are both 'eyes-

wide-open' tasks, whereas Task 2 may have caused some participants to
occasionally look away or even dose their eyes while reflecting on a
potential translation problem.

The most striking difference in the distribution of gaze time across

groups concemed the allocation of visual attention to the source and target
text áreas. In lhe with previous Hlndings (Jakobsen 2002), professionals
were found to devoto about twice as much time to their own text as to the

source text, whereas translation students spent more time looking at the
source text than at the their own target text. This is evidence that
pro6essional translators generally invest much more effort on end-revision

of their translations than do translation students. It is algo a likely reflection

of translation students struggling more with comprehending an L2 source
text than professionals.

4.4 Fixation duration

Reading fixations, whether for comprehension (Talk 1), with a vier to
translating (Task 2) õr on the source text as part ofa written translation talk

(Task 4), were generally short (205-2 1 8 ms). By contrast, Hixations in Task

3 and in the target text área (Task 4) were generally longer (235-259 ms).
Tais indicates that monitoring reading while engaging in a concurrent talk
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(speaking or typing a translation) simultaneously causes both more
fixations and íixations with longer average duration, se that total gaze time
is increased owing to bota these parameters.

In spite of the probable priming eüect as a result of the topical and

lexical similarity of the tour texts, which was expected to lead to fewef and
shorter Hlxations, the opposite was 6ound. Both the number of Hixations and

the average duration of fixations were higher in Tasks 3 and 4 (source text
área) than in Tasks l and 2. Clearly, the increases from Talk l to Task 2,
ftom Task 2 to Talk 3 and se forth were task-related. Fixation durations

were the same in Tasks l and 2, but higher both in Tasks 3 and 4 (source

text área) because they required a difFerent kind of reading that included
visual monitoring of the progress of translation.

increase in the number of fixations across the tour tasks in the experiment
tumed out to be statistically significant.

Talk 3 required more time, more Hixations, and was more cognitively

demanding than the earlier tasks for two reasons. A sight translation had to
be produced of the source text displayed on the screen, and while

translators were in the process of articulating the words, their eyes were

working to coordinate comprehension and translation processos; this

involved both reading source text and monitoring what portions of text had

been dealt with, and what portions were still waiting to be translated.
The main conclusion drawn on the bases of the Talk 4 data was that

one reason why written translation was show wag that it involved very
disruptive reading, with frequent transitions between source and target

Looking back at the experíment, we reGI a task should have been
included in which.participante were simply asked to read a text out loud.

This would have allowed us to know more clearly how much additional eye
movement was caused by a conçurrent language production activity that
did not involve translation. This would algo have allowed us to study any
difFerences arising from the translation parameter in Talk 3.

So there is more work that needs to be dono before we can connect

fàntasy with reality and meet our practical aim of reforming pedagogical
practices to match our better understanding oftranslation and our dreams of
developing intelligent support applications for translators. What we need

most ofall is to fiirther explore the greatest research challenge we are faced

with: understanding and modelling not only the way translators read, but

the whole way in which the bilingual human brain succeeds in managing
and coordinating the intricate processem we hall translating.

textoX

\

\

4.S Transitiotts (Task 4)

For the group of professionals, the averãge number of transitions was 1 90.
For students, it was 259 (367, if outliers were counted). All of these

transitions are part of the alignment and monitoring process that
characterises translation, but each transition requires the eye to spend time

finding and retuming to the point at which the previous text was exited.
This process, involving transitions every three or tour seconds from source

text to target text and back, causes translators to frequently fixate and re-

read several words before getting to the intended target segment. There is
no doubt that the increase in the number of fixations in Task 4 was caused

mainly by there being two visual texts to attend to, but at least in part algo

by the confüsion and disorientation caused by frequent transitions between
them.

5. Conclusion

The difference between Tasks l and 2 showed that reading purpose had a

clear efFect on eye movements and gaze time. The instruction to read a :text
with a view to translating it aRerwards caused participante to undertakê

considerable processing additional to what was the case following an
instruction to read a text for comprehension. Without exception, the
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Historic day as Blair surrendcrs power and Brown finally moves unto No 10

Tony Blair surrendered on his own tenns today as Gordon Brown ushered in a new

radical era of chance. Ending a decade of relentless controversy, wars and even a police
inquiry, Labour's longest-serving Prime Minister was set to stroll out ofNo 1 0 with his

head hem high. It is algo the day Mr Blair is expected to announce that he is tuming his

back on British politica for good to take up a job as special envoy to the Middle East.
He is poised to resign as an MP on the game day he steps down as Prime Minister

triggering a by-election in hís constituency of Sedgetleld, which could be hem as early
as July 19.

His decision to stand down after 24 years in Parliament will allow him to 'throw

himselí' unto the role as the intemational community's key peacemaker in the Middle
East, his dose allies said. Today at Downing Street, crowds of well-wishers, and
protesters were gathering in Whitehall to watch, cheer or jeer his ümal progress ítom

Downing Street to the Commons for his final Prime Minister's Questiona.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk

Accessed June 27, 2007
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Finally, Blaír exits the stage

Tony Blair will say fãrewell to Downing Street and domestic politics today, bringing to

an end a remarkable decade in power which began with extraordinarily high hopes but

ended with opinion divided over his legacy to the country. After his last appearance at
the dispatch box at Prime Minister's questions Mr Blah will retum to Downing Street to
make an emotional fmewell to his star. some of whom have been with him since he
became Leader of the Opposition in the heady days of 1994 and the birth of New
Labour

Mr Blair, Labour's most successfiil leader after an unprecedented three election

victories, making him alongside Margaret Thatcher -- one of the dominant political
figures since the war, will drive up The Mail to Buckingham Palace with his wife
Cherne to tender his resignation to the Queen. In contrast to his arvival as Prime Minister

in May 1997 when Downing Street was lined with handpícked Labour Party members

cheering, and waving Union flags, Mr Blair will make a low-key exit. Today it will be
photQgraphers, not supporters, recording his reluctant departure.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk

Accessed June 27/, 2007
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Blair exito British poliHcs as new era begins with a Tory defection

A new political arder in Britain will take shape this aRemoon when Tony Blair files to
his SedgeHield constituency to resign 6'om parliament with immediate effect, and
Gordon Brown enters No 10 to prepare a shakeup of govemment which will see at least

six ministers quis the cabinet. Mr Brown's allies said the new ministerial lhe-up would

be deliberately inclusive, and not settle scores with Mr Blair's supporters. Mr Blair had

Pla ined to keep the decision to qual as an MP secret until after his 3 1 8th and 6mal prime

minister's questiona at néon today. But news leaked that his local party was being called
to an extraordinary meeting to be addressed tonight by Mr Blair.

Two ofhis pides in No 10 are expected to joio him in his new bife as a Middle
East envoy. If, as expected, the role is conHim)ed today, Mr Blair will resign as an MP,

triggering a byelection which may take plane as early as July. His departure from
parliament means his eamings from the lecture circuit will be kept b'om the register of
members' interests.

http://politica.guardian.co.uk
Accessed June 27, 2007

Using pupillometric, Huation-based and subjective measures
to measure the processing effort experienced when viewing

subtitled TV anime with pop-up gloss

Colm Caffrey

Abstract

Eye movements and pupil dize ofhventy participaltts were recorded while

they were watching excerpls .fFom a 'lV allime subtitled in Engtish with
either standard subtitling, or subtitling that included the use ofpop-up
glosa. Thefuation-based and pupillometric data wete used, in conjunctiotl

with a questiortnaire-based subjective scale. to ineasure the processing

e#ort that participante experienced. The reported elperiment alba provides
data on the .feasibitity of using pupillomeb'ic data as a measure of
processing e#ort with subtitled audiovisual(A V) content. Overall the
resutts suggest that the use ofpop-up glosa did increase the amount of
ptocessing eJjbrt ucperienced by participattts, indicated by resutts sttch as

the increased petcentage of skipped subtitles attd tower word juation
probabitity ofparticipants who viewed the excerpts with pop-up glosa. The

reiutts algo suggest that pupillometry may be a SLtitable measure of
processing eJ3ort wpith A V content, when a triat-aggregated cocuse method
is used.

Number ofwords: 194. Number ofcharacters with spaces: 1 .106

Blair may quit as MP if he gets role in Middle East

Tony Blair will stand down as Labour MP far Sedgefield if. as expected, he is appointed

as a special intemational envoy to the Middle East today. 'lbe Prime Minister's move
will trigger a by-election in the County Duíham constituency he has represented since
1983, where he has a m4jority of 1 8,449.

On his last füll day as Prime Minister, Mr Blair made clear he was keen to be

appointed as an envoy for the Quartel -- the US, the EU, the UN and Russia. "I think
that anybody who Gares about greater peace and stability in the world knows that a
lasting and enduring resolution of the lsraeli-Palestinian issue is essencial," he said.

He was speaking at a joint press conference with Amold Schwanzenegger, the
Govemor of Califomia. Mr Blair was in a relaxed mood, but did not want to upset his
successor. Asked if he had advice for the new Prime Minister, he replied: "No
because he is pedectly capable ofdoing thejob on his own, thank you.'

(J9 president George Bush last night paid tributo to the "very talented" Tony
Blair.

http://www.independent.co.uk
Accessed June 27, 2007

1.Introduction

Watching subtitled AV content is a complex task, involving the processing
of information â'om tour overlapping semiotic channels of information,
visual verbal, visual nonverbal, audio verbal and audio nonverbal. While

there are general rules ofthumb that subtitlers follow, for example that two
lhes of subtitle text should contam a maximum of 32 characters and be

displayed for a maximum of six seconds, DVD technology has allowed
Number ofwords: 196. Number ofcharacters with spaces: 182


